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Fuzzified Crisp Relative Cure Hierarchical 
Clustering for Temporal Relational Data  

L. Jaya Singh Dhas,   B. Mukunthan 

Abstract - A bitemporal data clustering is a significant solution 
to the diverse problems for finding the intrinsic structure and 
compact information over temporal data. The temporal data are 
collected in the series of particular time periods. The various data 
mining methods have been developed in the temporal relational 
data analysis. But the accurate analysis was not performed with 
minimum time. An efficient technique called Fuzzy Crisp 
Relative Spherical CURE Hierarchy Clustering (FCRSCHC) is 
introduced for improving the temporal relational data analysis by 
partitioning the total dataset into different clusters with minimum 
time as well as space complexity. The CURE hierarchical 
structure takes the number of scattered temporal data points in 
the spherical surface for the clustering. After that, ‘k’ number of 

clusters and the representative points (i.e. cluster centroid) are 
initialized. Then the distance between the representative point 
and the temporal data point are calculated using spherical 
coordinates. The minimum distance between the data points are 
grouped into a particular cluster. Then the fuzzy memberships 
between the two cluster representative points are calculated based 
on the distance metric. The CURE hierarchical structure merges 
the two clusters based on the crisp relation between the 
representative points. Then, the newly obtained clusters are 
validated using the silhouette coefficient to identify the data 
points are close to its own cluster or their neighboring clusters. 
Finally, the optimal numbers of clusters are obtained and 
minimize the incorrect data clustering which improves the 
accuracy. The experimental evaluation is performed using a 
bitmeporal dataset with various parameters such as clustering 
accuracy, false alarm rate, clustering time and space complexity. 
The results show that FCRSCHC technique improves the 
clustering accuracy and minimize the time as well as space 
complexity as compared to the state-of-the-art- works.   
 Keywords -  Bitemporal data analysis, CURE hierarchical 
clustering, fuzzy membership, crisp relation, silhouette 
coefficient 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Bitemporal data analysis is a specific case of temporal 
database information to handle the sequential data along 
with two different timelines. Time series analysis is a 
statistical technique that describes the data in the series of 
particular time periods for tracking the behavior of a 
particular phenomenon. Clustering is an essential data 
mining technique that partitioning the data points into 
different groups.  
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A variety of clustering algorithms has been developed for a 
large bitemporal dataset with very various attribute counts. 
Since the dimensionality of temporal data is considerably 
larger and more complicated. The research work is 
concentrated to involve the relevant data object clustering 
algorithm to overcome the computational problems. 

A novel density-based clustering algorithm called 
chronoClust was developed in [1] for grouping a time-series 
data. The designed clustering algorithm failed to extend the 
performance of clustering accuracy.  A bi-weighted 
ensemble approach was developed in [2] for grouping the 
temporal data using a hidden Markov model. The approach 
failed to minimize the temporal data clustering time as well 
as space complexity. An Expectation-Maximization 
algorithm was designed in [3] for grouping the temporal 
data. But the clustering accuracy was not improved and also 
the optimal number of clusters was not obtained.   

Clustering a temporal network (ClueNet) was 
introduced in [4] to cluster the data into different groups. 
The ClueNet provides higher computational complexity 
while increasing the temporal network data.  A hybrid 
clustering algorithm was developed in [5] to group the time 
series data based on similarity. The designed algorithm 
failed to use any split or merge the clustering algorithm for 
obtaining the optimal number of clusters. A Fuzzy clustering 
algorithm was designed in [6] for Spatial-Temporal data 
based on the autocorrelation. The clustering time was not 
minimized using the designed algorithm. Clustering of time 
series data was presented in [7] to measure variation 
between time series data using copula-based distance 
measure. But the cluster validation was not performed to 
achieve the higher accuracy.  

A stepwise spatial and temporal clustering strategy was 
developed in [8] based on the similarity between the data. 
The designed strategy was not minimized the false alarm 
rate during the clustering process.  A spatiotemporal (ST-
OPTICS) clustering technique was developed in [9]. The 
clustering technique minimizes the time complexity but the 
performance of space complexity remained unaddressed. A 
Generalized k –means based clustering technique was 
designed in [10] for temporal data. Though the technique 
minimizes the time consumption, the clustering accuracy 
was not minimized.  

A dynamic fuzzy cluster (DFC) algorithm was 
introduced in [11] for dynamically grouping the time series 
data. But the algorithm failed to perform the cluster 
validation. Two incremental fuzzy clustering algorithms 
were developed in [12] based on a Dynamic Time Warping 
distance. The clustering algorithms failed to minimize the 
incorrect clustering of time series data. An HMM-based 
hybrid meta-clustering algorithm was developed in [13]. The 
algorithm failed to minimize 
clustering time.  
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An Evolutionary Clustering based on Graph regularized 
Nonnegative Matrix Factorization was developed in [14] to 
analyzing the temporal networks. But the technique failed 
to solve the time-consuming problems during clustering 
analysis. A mixed fuzzy clustering (MFC) algorithm was 
designed in [15] for grouping the time series data.  

But the MFC algorithm failed to perform the cluster 
validation to minimize the false alarm rate.  A Correlation-
based clustering of big spatiotemporal data was presented 
in [16] with less memory capacity. The clustering error was 
not minimized using the correlation based clustering 
technique. An automatic similarity measure selection was 
developed in [17] for clustering the time series data. But 
the accurate clustering results was not provided since it 
failed to use the distance measures for grouping the time 
series data into different clusters. A novel clustering 
technique was designed in [18] for grouping the 
spatiotemporal sequence data with respect to density. The 
designed method minimized the time complexity but the 
algorithm failed to describe how the total dataset was 
partitioned into smaller ones and the clusters were merged 
together.   A cross clustering algorithm was designed in 
[19] for grouping the time series data and improving the 
clustering performance.  The algorithm minimizes the time 
complexity, but the setting of the distance parameter in the 
cross clustering application was not performed to further 
improving the clustering accuracy. A unified framework 
was introduced in [20] for clustering the spatiotemporal 
data with minimum space and time complexity. The 
framework failed to validate the clustering technique. 

The major issues are identified from the above said 
literature are overcome by introducing a novel clustering 
technique called FCRSCHC. The proposal contribution is 
summarized in below subsection on the contrary to existing 
techniques.   
 
1.1 Proposal contribution 

 
 The major limitations of the proposed FCRSCHC 
technique on the contrary to the existing literature are 
summarized as follows, 

 
 The FCRSCHC technique is designed to improve the 

clustering accuracy of temporal relation data and 
minimize the time complexity using CURE 
hierarchical clustering algorithm. The algorithm 
groups similar scattered data points in the spherical 
surface through the distance measure. The CURE 
hierarchical structure merges the two clusters by 
measuring the crisp relation between the two 
representative points. The crisp relation is defined by 
the fuzzy membership function.  

 To minimize the false alarm rate in the clustering 
process, the silhouette coefficient based cluster 
validation is performed. The coefficient effectively 
measures how each data point is similar in one 
cluster and the neighboring clusters and thus provides 
a way to obtain an optimal number of clusters. This 
helps to correctly group all the similar data points 
into the particular clusters resulting in minimizes the 
space complexity.       

 
 
 

1.2 Structure of the paper   
This paper is organized into five different sections in the 
following manner.  Section 2 provides a detailed description 
of the clustering with neat diagram. Section 3 illustrates the 
experimental evaluation using a temporal dataset with 
different parameters settings. Followed by, the statistical 
results analysis is presented under the different parameters 
using various techniques in section 4. Finally, section 5 
concludes the paper.  

II. METHODOLOGY 

 The bitemporal time series datasets comprise a 
large volume of data and it leads to higher computational 
vulnerability. In order to solve the issues in the bitemporal 
data analysis, Fuzzy Crisp Relative Spherical CURE 
Hierarchy Clustering (FCRSCHC) technique is developed. 
The time series data clustering is performed by using the 
following system model. Given the bitemporal datasets   , 
the ‘n’ number of time series data points 
                  collected at any time ‘t’.  The total 
dataset     partitioned into the number of clusters i.e.  
               where         . The clusters are formed 
by grouping the similar time series data together depends on 
the distance similarity. The Hierarchy Clustering technique 
merges the two clusters based on the system similarity. 
Based on the system model, the FCRSCHC technique is 
designed.   
 
2.1 Fuzzy Crisp Relative Spherical CURE   Hierarchy 

clustering method 
 
A Fuzzy Crisp Relative Spherical CURE Hierarchy 

clustering (FCRSCHC) method is developed for partitioning 
the temporal data objects into different groups. The 
clustering is the data mining model helps to minimize the 
similarity between the clusters and maximize the similarity 
within the cluster. The similar temporal data points are 
assigned into one cluster whereas the different data points 
are grouped into other clusters. The conventional clustering 
algorithm did not work well with clusters of different size 
and different density. Therefore, the CURE (Clustering 
Using REpresentatives) is a hierarchical clustering technique 
used for partitioning the large databases into different 
subsets.  The block diagram of the FCRSCHC method is 
shown in figure 1. 

 
Figure 1 Block diagram of the FCRSCHC method 
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As shown in figure 1, a block diagram of the 
FCRSCHC method is illustrated to obtain the optimal ‘k’ 

clusters. The bitemporal data points are collected from the 
dataset. Initially, numbers of scattered temporal data points 
are located on the surface of a sphere for clustering. CURE 
hierarchical structure identifies the well scattered bitemporal 
data points                   in the sphere ’  . The total 
sphere (   is partitioned into different regions (i.e. clusters). 
By applying a FCRSCHC method, initially ‘k’ number of 

clusters and representative points (i.e. centroid) are chosen 
randomly in surface of the sphere. Each cluster has one 
representative point.  After that, the scattered data points are 
assigned to the cluster through the distance measure. The 
distance between the data points in the sphere and the cluster 
representative points are calculated using the spherical 
coordinates         .        
 Let us consider the data point     in the spherical 
coordinates is     

    
  and the representative point    of 

the cluster in the spherical coordinates denoted as 

    
    

 .  Therefore the given two spherical coordinates, 

the distance between them is mathematically calculated 
using the below equation,  
                        

      
      

      

       
      

       
      

       
      

                                              

 In (1),           denotes a distance between the 
data point and the representative point of the cluster. In the 
above equation (1), the coordinates       are 
mathematically calculated as follows, 

                              
 

      
                                      (2) 

                                                                               (3) 
 In (2) (3),        denotes a Cartesian coordinates. 
Based on the distance measure, the FCRSCHC technique 
groups the data points into the particular cluster with 
minimum distance between them.  In this way, the numbers 
of regions are formed on the sphere surface with similar data 
points over the time periods. After partitioning the data 
points on the sphere surface, the nearest clusters are merged 
for minimizing the dimensionality of the space which 
estimates the level of similarity of data points. The 
interconnections between the two clusters are identified by 
the fuzzy membership function. The fuzzy membership 
function finds the neighboring representative points for 
merging the two clustering set. The membership is 
computed by the following equation,  

                       
   

   

 
    

  
 

   
 

                                        (4) 

In (4),    fuzzy membership function,     denotes a 
distance between     and     cluster representative points, 
    denotes a distance between     and     cluster 
representative points,   denotes a fuzziness parameter 
      The membership grade is generally represented by 
a real number in the closed interval [0, 1] and it indicates 
the strength of the relation between the two cluster 
representative points. If the distance between the two 
representative points are minimum, then the membership 
value is higher. Otherwise, the membership value is 
minimized. Based on the membership value, the nearest 
representative points are combined to form a one cluster 
through the crisp relation. The following operation is 

performed to find the crisp relation between the cluster 
representative points.  
                                                                          (5) 

    In (5),       represents the union (i.e. combine) 
of two clustering sets that contains all of the data points. 
       denotes a argument of the maximum function,     
denotes a membership function.  The maximum membership 
functions between the cluster representative points are 
merged into one cluster in the spherical surface. After 
merging the clusters, the new representative point is defined 
i.e. updated for the newly combined cluster. The newly 
obtained cluster includes the all data points in the two 
clusters         that were merged. Finally, the well-
partitioned data points are shrunken to the cluster centroid. 
As a result, the hierarchical clustering technique merges the 
nearest pairs of representative points to form a single cluster 
which results in minimizes the dimensionality of the cluster 
in sphere space.    
2.2   Silhouette coefficient based cluster validation  
 After obtaining the ‘k’ number of clusters, the 

proposed FCRSCHC technique uses the Silhouette 
coefficient for validating the data points within the cluster 
and between the cluster to minimize the incorrect temporal 
data point clustering. The Silhouette coefficient is 
mathematically expressed as follows, 

                      
               

                    
                                     (6) 

 In (6),   denotes a Silhouette coefficient,        
denotes an average distance of data points with respect to all 
the other data points in the cluster it’s assigned.        
represents the average distance of data points with respect to 
all the other data points to the neighboring clusters.  The 
Silhouette coefficient provides the value in the range of -1 to 
+1.   The value ‘+1’ indicates that the data point is very 

close to the cluster it’s assigned and far away from its 

neighboring cluster. The value ‘-1’ indicates that the data 

point is close to the neighboring cluster than the cluster it’s 
assigned. As a result, the validation effectively improves the 
clustering accuracy and minimizes the false positive rate.  
The algorithmic process of the proposed FCRSCHC 
technique is described as follows, 
 
Input:  Bitemporal dataset    , number of time series data points 
                  
Output: Improves the bitemporal data clustering accuracy 
Begin 

1. Initialize ‘k’ clusters  
2.   for each cluster  
3.       Select one representative point    
4.       Measure the distance            
5.       Partitions dataset into ‘k’ clusters with minimum distance 
6.       Calculate the degree of membership     between the cluster 

representative points 
7.       Find the crisp relation       
8.       Merge two clusters based on               

9.       Update the representative point   
  

10.       Shrink the data points (  ) to the representative point   
  

11.       Calculate the Silhouette coefficient    ’ 
12.        if (      ) then  
13.           Data points are correctly grouped into the cluster 
14.       else 
15.        Data points are close to the neighboring cluster  
16.     end if 
17.  end for 
18.      Obtain the optimal k’ clusters 

end  
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Algorithm 1 Fuzzy Crisp Relative Spherical CURE 
Hierarchy Clustering 

 
 Algorithm 1 clearly describes the bitemporal data 
clustering and minimizing the dimensionality as well as the 
clustering time. Initially, the total dataset is divided into a 
number of clusters on the spherical surface based on the 
distance between the data points and cluster representative 
point. After clustering, the closest representative points in 
the surface are merged by measuring the crisp relation based 
on the fuzzy membership grades. Followed by, the new 
clusters are formed and update the representative points. 
Finally, the proposed FCRSCHC technique validates the 
data points within and between the clusters through the 
Silhouette coefficient. If the coefficient returns +1, then the 
data points are correctly grouped into the particular cluster. 
Otherwise, the data points are close to the neighboring 
cluster.  As a result, all the bitemporal data points are 
grouped into the cluster resulting in improves the clustering 
accuracy and minimize the false positive rate.  
 The above-explained processes are implemented in 
the experimental using time series dataset in the following 
section.   

III. Experimental evaluation and parameter settings 

An experimental assessment of proposed FCRSCHC 
technique and existing methods ChronoClust [1] and Bi-
weighted ensemble approach [2] is implemented using Java 
language with Activity Recognition from Single Chest-
Mounted Accelerometer Data Set. The dataset is collected 
from the UCI machine learning repository. This dataset 
comprises the temporal data points from a wearable 
accelerometer fixed on the chest.  The characteristics of the 
dataset are univariate, sequential and time-Series. The 
attributes characteristics are real and the association tasks 
performed by the dataset are clustering and classification.  
The data points are separated by each participant and each 
file comprises the sequential number, x acceleration, y 
acceleration, z acceleration, and labels. The labels are used 
to provide the clustering outcomes which are represented by 
the seven numbers.  The label 1 to 7 represents the human 
Activity Recognition such as Working at Computer, 
Standing up Walking and Going updown stairs, Standing, 
Walking, Going UpDown Stairs, Walking and Talking with 
Someone and Talking while Standing.  

The performance results of FCRSCHC technique and 
existing methods ChronoClust [1] and Bi-weighted 
ensemble approach [2] are evaluated with the different 
parameters such as,   

 clustering accuracy 
 false alarm rate 
 clustering time 
 space complexity  

IV. Results and Discussions 

 The experimental evaluation results of proposed FCRSCHC 
technique and existing methods ChronoClust [1], Bi-
weighted ensemble approach [2] are discussed and the results 
are compared in this section.  The different performance 
metrics are used in this section such as clustering accuracy, 
false alarm rate, clustering time and space complexity. The 
obtained results are discussed with the help of graphical 
representation. For each section, the statistical calculation is 

given to show the performance of the proposed technique and 
conventional techniques. 
4.1 Impact of clustering accuracy 

Clustering accuracy is referred to the ratio of a 
number of (no. of) time series data points are correctly 
clustered to the total number of data points. The 
mathematical formula for calculating the clustering 
accuracy is given below, 

 

                     
                            

 
         

(7) 
  

From (7), ‘n’ represents the number of data points       . 
The clustering accuracy is measured in percentage (%).  
 
Sample calculation:  
 Proposed FCRSCHC technique: No. of data points 

correctly clustered is 880 and the total number of data 
points is 1000. The clustering accuracy is calculated as,  

 

                    
   

    
         

 
 Existing ChronoClust: No. of data points correctly 

clustered is 810 and the total number of data points is 
1000. The clustering accuracy is calculated as,  

 

                    
   

    
         

 Existing Bi-weighted ensemble approach: No. of data 
points correctly clustered is 780 and the total number of 
data points is 1000. The clustering accuracy is 
calculated as,  

 

                    
   

    
         

 Case 1: Let us consider, the number of bitemporal data 
taken as input from the Activity Recognition dataset. The 
ten runs are considered with various input data points.  
1000 data points are taken in the first run to calculate the 
clustering accuracy.  The proposed FCRSCHC technique 
correctly grouped 880 data points into seven different 
clusters among the 1000 data points.  Then the 
classification accuracy is 88% using FCRSCHC technique. 
Whereas, the clustering accuracy of existing ChronoClust 
[1] and Bi-weighted ensemble approach [2] are 81% and 
78% respectively. The statistical analysis shows that the 
proposed FCRSCHC technique improves the clustering 
accuracy than the other two existing methods. The various 
results of clustering accuracy are shown in the following 
graph.  
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Figure 2 experimental results of clustering accuracy 

 
Figure 2 shows the experimental results of clustering 

accuracy with respect to the number of temporal data points. 
The temporal data points are taken in the range of 1000 to 
10000. The graphical results confirm that the clustering 
accuracy of FCRSCHC technique is said to be increased.  
This improvement is achieved by performing the 
hierarchical clustering of temporal data points. The proposed 
FCRSCHC technique initializes the clusters and the 
representative points in the sphere surface. The minimum 
distance between each data points and the representative 
point are grouped into the clusters. Similarly, all data points 
are grouped into the different clusters. Then the nearest 
representative points between the clusters are combined. The 
crisp relation between the representative's points is 
calculated by the membership grade for merging the two 
clusters. After merging, the optimal numbers of clusters are 
obtained. Based on the clustering results, human activities 
are correctly recognized. As a result, the hierarchical 
clustering technique correctly groups all the temporal data 
points into the different clusters.  
 

The observed results of the FCRSCHC technique are 
compared to the accuracy of the ChronoClust [1] and Bi-
weighted ensemble approach [2]. The comparison results 
confirm that the FCRSCHC technique improves the 
clustering accuracy by 6% and 10% than the existing 
methods.   
 
4.2 Impact of false alarm rate  
 

The false alarm rate is measured as the ratio of a 
number of time series data points are incorrectly clustered to 
the total number of data points. The mathematical formula 
for the false alarm rate is given below,  

 

     
                             

 
             (8) 

 
From (8)     represents the false alarm rate,     

denotes a data points,   represents the number of data 
points. The false alarm rate is measured in the unit of 
percentage (%). 
 
Sample calculation:  

•  Proposed FCRSCHC technique: No. of data points 
incorrectly clustered is 120 and the total number of data 
points is 1000. Then the false alarm rate is calculated as,  

 

    
    

    
          

 
 Existing ChronoClust: No. of data points incorrectly 

clustered is 190 and the total number of data points is 
1000. Then the false alarm rate is calculated as,  

 

    
    

    
         

 Existing Bi-weighted ensemble approach: No. of data 
points incorrectly clustered is 220 and the total number 
of data points is 1000. Then the false alarm rate is 
calculated as,  

 

    
    

    
          

 
Figure 3 illustrates the experimental results of false 

alarm rate versus a number of temporal data points taken in 
the range from 1000 to 10000. The data point is given to the 
‘x’ axis and the results of the false alarm rate are obtained at 
the ‘y’ axis. The above graph shows that the proposed 
FCRSCHC technique outperforms well and provides 
accurate clustering results with minimum false alarm rate. 
The incorrect classification of the FCRSCHC technique is 
minimized by performing the cluster  

 
Figure 3 Experimental results of false alarm rate 

 
validation. After obtaining the ‘k’ clusters, the cluster 

centroid gets updated for the newly obtained cluster. In this 
case, the cluster validation is performed through the 
silhouette coefficient for correctly identifying the cluster 
members within the clusters to minimize the error rate. The 
silhouette coefficient measures the average distance of the 
data points and its cluster center along with their 
neighboring cluster center. Based on the coefficient values, 
the cluster members are correctly identified. This helps to 
minimize the incorrect data point clustering. Let us consider 
the 1000 data points as input for grouping the temporal data 
points to recognize human activities. The false alarm rate of 
FCRSCHC technique is 12% whereas the false alarm rate of 
ChronoClust [1] and Bi-weighted ensemble approach [2] are 
19% and 22% respectively. 
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Similarly, the nine different results are obtained with various 
input data points. The observed results of the proposed 
clustering technique are compared to the existing results. 
The average is taken for the comparison results and shows 
that the false alarm rate is considerably minimized by 33% 
and 44% using FCRSCHC technique as compared to the 
existing clustering techniques.  
 
4.3 Impact of clustering time  
 

Clustering time is measured as an amount of time taken 
by the algorithms to group the similar data point into the 
cluster. The clustering time is mathematically calculated as 
follows, 
 
                                                  (9) 

 
From (9),    indicates the clustering time,    denotes a data 
point. The clustering time   is measured in the unit of 
milliseconds (ms).   
 
 
Sample calculation  

 
 Proposed FCRSCHC technique: No. of data points is 

1000 and the time taken for grouping single data point is 
0.022ms, then the overall clustering time is calculated as 
follows, 
 

                      
 

 Existing ChronoClust: No. of data points is 1000 and 
the time taken for grouping single data point is 0.025ms, 
then the overall clustering time is calculated as follows, 

 
                      

 
 Existing Bi-weighted ensemble approach: No. of data 

points is 1000 and the time taken for grouping single 
data point is 0.028ms, then the overall clustering time is 
calculated as follows, 

 
                      

 

 
Figure 4 experimental results of clustering time  

The experimental results of clustering time versus a number 
of temporal data points are shown in figure 4. The above 
figure clearly shows that with the increase in the number of 

data points, the clustering time is also found to be in the 
increasing trend. This is due to the application of Fuzzy 
Crisp Relative Spherical CURE Hierarchy Clustering along 
with the cluster validation. By applying this, with the 
temporal clusters, the data points are partitioned into 
different groups based on time series. The cure clustering 
technique accurately groups the temporal data points with 
minimum time.  For example, with 1000 data points, 
clustering time   for single data point is ‘       ’ using 

FCRSCHC technique, where as the clustering time for data 
points is ‘       ’ using ChronoClust [1] and clustering 
time for single data point being ‘       ’ using Bi-
weighted ensemble approach [2]. Therefore, the overall 
clustering time was found to be ‘    ’, ‘    ’ and 

‘    ’ using FCRSCHC technique, ChronoClust [1] and 
Bi-weighted ensemble approach [2] respectively. The above 
statistical analysis proves that the clustering time is 
minimized using FCRSCHC technique. The average of ten 
various results shows that the FCRSCHC technique 
minimizes the clustering time by 9% when compared to 
ChronoClust [1] and 16% as compared to Bi-weighted 
ensemble approach [2].  

 
4.4  Impact of space complexity 
 

Space complexity is measured to the amount of memory 
space taken by the algorithms to store similar data points 
into the cluster. The space complexity is mathematically 
calculated as follows, 
 

                 
                                                  (10) 

 
From (10),    denotes a data point. The space complexity is 
measured in terms of mega bytes (MB).   
  
Sample calculation:  

 
 Proposed FCRSCHC technique: No. of data points is 

1000 and the memory space taken for storing single data 
point is       , then the overall space complexity is 
calculated as follows, 

 
                                   

 
 Existing ChronoClust: No. of data points is 1000 and the 

memory space taken for storing single data point is 
0.012MB, then the overall space complexity is calculated 
as follows, 

 
                                     

 
 Existing Bi-weighted ensemble approach: No. of data 

points is 1000 and the memory space taken for storing 
single data point is 0.013MB, then the overall space 
complexity is calculated as follows, 

                                    
Figure 5 illustrates the experimental results of space 

complexity with respect to a number of data points using 
three methods namely FCRSCHC technique, ChronoClust 
[1] and Bi-weighted ensemble 
approach [2]. 
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 As shown in the above figure, the proposed 
FCRSCHC technique utilizes the less memory space for 
storing the temporal data points as compared to the existing 
clustering technique. This is owing to the application of the 
Spherical hierarchical structure based clustering for large 
dimensional data sets. The CURE hierarchical structure 
identifies the well scattered bitemporal data points in the 
spherical surface. In addition, the silhouette  

 

 
 

Figure 5 Experimental results of space complexity 
 
coefficient is used to find similar data points within the 
cluster. This in turn minimizes space complexity. For 
example, 1000 data points are considered for calculating the 
space complexity.  The FCRSCHC technique consumes 
10MB for storing the 1000 temporal data points whereas the 
12MB and 13MB consumed by the ChronoClust [1] and Bi-
weighted ensemble approach [2].  The result shows that the 
FCRSCHC technique minimizes the storage space.  Totally 
ten results are obtained for three methods and the results of 
the proposed technique are compared with the existing 
results. Then the average value is taken for ten various 
results. Finally, the average result confirms that FCRSCHC 
technique minimizes the space complexity by 12% when 
compared to existing ChronoClust [1]. Similarly, the 
performance results of space complexity also minimized by 
19% when compared to existing Bi-weighted ensemble 
approach [2]. The above discussion clearly shows that the 
FCRSCHC technique improves the clustering accuracy and 
minimizes the time, false alarm rate as well as space 
complexity when compared to the state-of-the-art methods.  

V.  CONCLUSION 

An efficient technique called FCRSCHC is designed 
with the aim of temporal relational data analysis through the 
clustering process. By applying the FCRSCHC technique, 
the clustering accuracy is improved and minimized the 
clustering time. The fuzzy crisp relation based hierarchical 
clustering algorithm groups the similar temporal data points 
into the different clusters. The hierarchical structure takes 
the well scattered bitemporal data points in the spherical 
surface and groups the data point which is close to the 
representative point of that particular cluster. After that, the 
nearby cluster representative points are merged to minimize 
the dimensionality. Finally, the cluster validation is 
performed to identify the weather data points are well 

matched to its own cluster and poorly matched to 
neighboring clusters. This helps to minimize the false alarm 
rate and improve the clustering accuracy.  The experimental 
assessment is done using the temporal dataset for 
recognizing human activities.  The various observed results 
show that the FCRSCHC technique achieves better 
clustering accuracy and minimum clustering time, false 
positive rate as well as space complexity than the state-of-
the-art- methods. 
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